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↓3 generations of active neutrino - 
confirmed by Z decay, LEP



Massless neutrinos
• Only left-handed (LH) 

neutrino has been 
observed 

• SM neutrinos are massless 
(no higgs coupling) 

• Right-handed (RH) 
neutrinos are Isospin 
singlet, with Q=0 -> Y=0. 
 
-> there was no motivation 
to include RH neutrinos 
from the particle budget 
until …



First ‘anomaly’ observed: solar neutrino problem

→ was regarded to 
be due to 

misunderstanding 
of solar physics 

or…



ν𝛼 = U𝛼i νi 
νi = Ui𝛼 ν𝛼 = U*𝛼i ν𝛼 

Indication of oscillation → indication of mass

Neutrino oscillation



Two flavor oscillations (in vacuum) :  
simplicity applicable when one of the mixing dominates

ϴ₁₂ ← solar neutrinos, 
ϴ₂₃ ← atmospheric neutrinos,  
ϴ₁₃ ← reactor neutrinos



(means large as well as with 
outstanding photo coverage)

Cherenkov radiation (directionality, 
energy and particle ID)

<water cherenkov detectors>  
IMB, Kamiokande -> SuperKamiokande 
SNO : with heavy water 
ANTARES->KM3NeT : with salty water 
BAIKAL : in the Baikal lake 
AMANDA -> IceCube : with ice



← Mr. Kajita’s plot in 1998 which 
gave the Super-Kamiokande 

second nobel prize!

atmospheric muon 
neutrinos produced by 
cosmic ray interactions 



Another nobel-prize given plot



Scintillators : KamLaND and Borexino
sensitive to neutrino-electron scattering  

and inverse beta decay 

KamLaND (Borexino looks similar)

compared to water cherenkov detector, lower E threshold but 
harder tracking (therefore worse directionality) 



Solar neutrino result was 
confirmed by reactor 

experiment : KamLaND 
with oscillatory behaviour 

observed

electron-neutrino 
disappearance



Reactors : Daya Bay, double Chooz, RENO
Long or short baseline to 

reactors  
To detect anti-neutrinos by 

inverse beta decay in 
scintillators 

Near-far detectors in 
different distance

Daya Bay result on non-zero θ₁₃ (2012)



So, what we know about neutrinos now?

- all 3 flavor are confirmed to oscillate to each other 
- neutrinos have mass and their mass difference 

(actually difference between mass-squares) is known 
with good precision 

* mass hierarchy is yet unknown

(θ₁₂)
(θ₂₃)

(θ₁₃)



- cp phase in PMNS matrix, mass hierarchy (long base line - 
experiments and larger atmospheric neutrino experiments)  

Majorana or not (neutrino-less double beta decay) 
!

- and many more things depending on what properties will 
be revealed first…

- absolute mass : observation of oscillations only tells us about the mass-
square difference.  

from cosmology (thermal history) - mass < ~0.2 MeV 
from particle experiments (kinematics) : < ~ 2 MeV

And what we want to know further?



But from where does the mass come from…?  
- without RH neutrino, no higgs coupling for neutrinos -> no 

Dirac mass term  
- for LH neutrinos, Majorana mass term         is forbidden 

(combination of weak isospin singlet and doublet).  
→ no way to do it in SM frame

Indication of oscillation → indication of mass

1) first simplest remedy : introduce RH neutrinos  
-> introduce Dirac mass term through Higgs mechanism.  
-> but another question arises : why neutrino’s coupling to 

Higgs is 500,000 times smaller than electron’s?



 
2) another simple remedy :  

introduce RH neutrinos, and write down Majorana mass term 
for them 

!
Typically, M ~ GUT scale and m_ve ~ m_e gives  

m_light ~ 500,000 times smaller m_e

-> Clever way to give mass without breaking weak isospin 
symmetry, as well as to explain such small mass : so-called 
“See saw mechanism” (The heavier heavy neutrino is, the 

lighter light neutrino is)



LH anti-neutrino (anti-particle of RH neutrino)  
with any mass, no SM interaction,  

which can oscillate to active LH neutrinos 

O(eV) sterile neutrinos are: 
- motivated experimentally (will be explained in following pages)  

- accessible to oscillation experiments 



Sterile neutrino anomalies
LSND : old (~1998) liquid scintillator detected neutrinos 

coming from accelerator - access of anti ν_e was observed 
from anti ν_mu beam

Attempt to explain with 2 flavor 
oscllation 

(as it was old time) but : 
!
!

the large mixing angle conflicts with 
all the following experiments -> but 

may be explained with sterile 
neutrino! 

!
!
!                

               



Another experiment MiniBooNE was 
followed to examine the LSND result and : 





* Cosmology also favors # of sterile neutrinos (Ns) = 0.8 ~ 1.6, 
and confines its mass Ms < 0.3 ~ 0.7 eV (too low for LSND, 

though)



~ 1eV (much larger than 
other two angles)



Then, will all the anomalies agree in a certain parameter 
region? 

- in combined (global) analysis . . .

Looks like a situation in dark matter anomalies… 
(though here, lack of strong theoretical motivation such as SUSY WIMP)



can clearly see the short baseline 
oscillation pattern

Measure νe / anti-νe disappearance  
Deploy νe / anti-νe source inside/

outside the detector

⬅

8.25m





    

1.5 years data taking



Experimental challenge

Source activity will be 
calibrated with 

calorimetric 
measurement, but not 

only source activity, but 
detector FV uncertainty 

(due to deformed 
vessel, leakage of 

scintillator outside the 
vessel, etc.) can also 

give similar result.



Conclusion!

!

• SOX experiment will start data taking in late 2016 
- if systematics can be controlled < 1%, can examine most of the 

region where anomalies are claimed 

• Another projects are also on-going :  
- MicroBooNE (data taking started 2015. July ~) : to verify LSND/
MiniBooNE anomaly with new technology (liquid Argon time 
projection chamber) 
- Daya Bay, SNO+ …  

• Prove of sterile neutrinos - starting point of questioning (as in DM 
search) 


